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Knowledge management (KM) in software engineering and software process improvement
(SPI) are challenging. Most existing KM and SPI frameworks are too expensive to deploy or do
not take an organization’s speciﬁc needs or knowledge into consideration. There is thus a need for
scalable improvement approaches that leverage knowledge already residing in the organizations.
This paper presents the Practice Selection Framework (PSF), an Experience Factory
approach, enabling lightweight experience capture and use by utilizing postmortem reviews.
Experiences gathered concern performance and applicability of practices used in the organization, gained from concluded projects. Project managers use these as decision support for
selecting practices to use in future projects, enabling explicit knowledge transfer across
projects and the development organization as a whole. Process managers use the experiences
to determine if there is potential for improvement of practices used in the organization. This
framework was developed and subsequently validated in industry to get feedback on usability
and usefulness from practitioners. The validation consisted of tailoring and testing the framework using real data from the organization and comparing it to current practices used in the
organization to ensure that the approach meets industry needs. The results from the validation
are encouraging and the participants’ assessment of PSF and particularly the tailoring
developed was positive.
Keywords: Postmortem review; knowledge management; software process improvement;
software engineering; taxonomy; SPI.

1. Introduction
To maintain and increase competitive advantages, software organizations must
continually strive to maximize the utilization of the knowledge and experience
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internal to the organization, reﬁning and improving their development practices.
Process assessment and improvement are often the means by which development
organizations assure and improve their processes and tools to support their speciﬁc
needs. For improvement, several well-known software process improvement (SPI)
frameworks exist, both prescriptive (see, e.g. CMMI [52] and SPICE [53]) and
inductive [54, 40, 27]. Prescriptive, or model based, frameworks take an approach
based on a set of best practices that have proven successful in other organizations.
The improvements are implemented through the benchmarking of the organization
to the predeﬁned one-size-ﬁts-most best practices. Inductive methods take their
starting point in a thorough understanding of the current situation, basing
improvement eﬀorts on the issues most critical to the speciﬁc organization.
Independent of the framework chosen, there is a risk that several things will be
omitted when an organization turns directly to process improvement as a way to
assure and improve its processes. First, process improvement often happens as a
reaction to a problem, and an SPI eﬀort can take up to 24 months or more to realize
[55]. Second, cost in terms of initiation threshold (training, tools, doing it the ﬁrst
time and so on) and potential risks associated with unproven practices can also be
important factors [46]. Third, management and practitioner commitment is crucial, and change might be resisted if not very well motivated and supported by both
practitioners and managers [20, 5660]. Fourth, but not least, looking directly
towards the new, e.g. introducing new practices such as use-cases, modeling practices and so on, can result in knowledge and experience already owned by the
organization being lost or overlooked [38].
The Experience Factory (EF) [19] approach have been central in leveraging
knowledge internal to software organizations and to learn from past success and
failures in order to improve development processes. EF is an infrastructure for
sharing and reusing experiences gathered in projects carried out in an organization.
Traditionally, objective metrics have been used to evaluate projects and then to
package and disseminate these experiences in the organization [20]. In comparison
to subjective metrics, objective metrics have the advantage of not being inﬂuenced
by judgment of an expert. Still, commitment and intimation threshold remains a
problem as EF is a major undertaking for an organization [20, 22].
An alternative is to use postmortem reviews to gather subjective metrics in EF
to lower cost and circumvent the need for only relying on objective metrics.
Postmortems can have a learning eﬀect on an individual level, team-level and
organizational level. However, few studies have focused on the organizational
level [61].
Postmortems introduce a new problem as even if experiences are captured and
stored, they are not always reusable or even usable by their intended audience [47].
This becomes evident when looking at state-of-practice as reports of software
engineers not learning from past mistakes [10, 25] and experiences owned by the
organization being overlooked [25]. In addition, the eﬀort for analyzing postmortem
data to enable learning on the organizational level can be high [13].
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This paper proposes an approach towards quality assurance and improvement of
processes, utilizing the traditional SPI mindset, but building upon it and changing
the focus to a bottom-up approach that starts with both organizational needs and
organizational knowledge. The approach is presented as a framework, namely the
Practice Selection Framework (PSF). PSF is an Experience Factory approach that
utilizes postmortem reviews for capturing experience in order to lower the initiation
threshold for improvement and learning.
PSF is a framework for sharing experiences regarding practices used in an organization and was developed in close cooperation and collaboration with a large
multinational company developing software intensive products, namely Volvo
Car Corporation. In PSF, experiences are stored and structured in the practice
repository that contains the practices of an organization, and they are tagged with
meta-data, primarily collected from the organization itself. The meta-data include
information such as applicability, experiences, tips, and pros and cons associated
with the practice in question. One of the overall goals is to leverage the inherent
knowledge in the repository to equip projects with practices and support project
managers when starting projects.
A crucial part of PSF is enabling the feedback loop. Practitioners perform a sort
of mandatory postmortem, adding meta-data (or even practices) to the repository
after every project. The idea is that the best and worst experiences regarding
practice usage are collected in one place, improving the practice selection activity
continuously as it oﬀers iteratively improved decision support material to practitioners searching the repository for practices appropriate for their speciﬁc situation. This enables sharing practices that have been shown to lead to success in the
entire organization and providing continuous evaluation of practice performance.
Keeping track of the performance of practices used provides a basis for (and can be
seen as) continuous process improvement.
Major beneﬁts of this way of working are that good experiences are shared across
projects and organizational speciﬁc meta-data are collected with regard to each
individual practice instead of only having general one-size-ﬁts-most information
prescribed by, e.g. an SPI framework. This is not to say that traditional SPI is not
relevant; rather it is an integral part of PSF. As practice experiences from projects
are reported back, the usefulness and ﬁt of practices can be judged. If the judgment
in any instance is that the present practices are inadequate, a traditional SPI eﬀort
can and should be initiated but should be aimed largely at PSF, i.e. improving/
adding to the collection of practices and the meta-data in the repository.
This paper presents the PSF framework and its constituents as well as a static
validation [62] performed in industry. The validation take the form of a workshop
aimed at tailoring and validating the concepts used in PSF, as well as collecting
feedback on the framework itself. The results show that PSF is a promising
approach for sharing and improving practices used in an organization.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of knowledge
management for process improvement in software engineering and discusses their
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characteristics and possible limitations. In Sec. 3, an overview of PSF is given and
illustrated with generic examples. Section 4 presents the design of the static validation, including research questions to be answered, the context in which it was
performed, and the actual design of the validation. The results from the validation
is presented in Sec. 5 and discussed in Sec. 6. Finally, conclusions are presented
in Sec. 7.
2. Background and Related Work
There are many methods and frameworks that take organizational learning into
account. Knowledge Management in general, but also in relation to software engineering in particular, has discussed the importance of managing and utilizing
knowledge and of spreading tacit and explicit knowledge in an organization [1, 2].
The recognition that practitioners themselves are the main company assets makes
this even more evident. The challenges identiﬁed point towards the diﬃculty in
valuing tacit knowledge and deciding what knowledge should be made explicit. The
cost of making knowledge explicit and the use of training as one major vessel for
knowledge transfer are high-cost, and accuracy can be hard to gauge: i.e. what
knowledge should be made explicit, packaged and transferred? The actual transference is also a challenge. For a project manager initiating a project, the choice of
what practices to use is many times based on a \gut feeling" derived from experience
and tacit knowledge [2]. Using e.g. predictive or process models that use large
amounts of project data as input or using simulation can support practitioners [3],
but transparency and, ultimately, trust can be an issue. In addition, the cost of
keeping high-quality/high-accuracy data for every project up-to-date, making it
suitable for input to the prediction simulation, again becomes a problem, as high
initiation and maintenance costs increase the initiation threshold of any process
improvement activity [46].
The concept of performing postmortems upon development project conclusion is
closely related to the concept of supporting organizational learning, making experiences explicit, and can be seen as vital for process improvement activities
[79]. Performing postmortems is both practical and low cost, oﬀering clear beneﬁts, while it also has a low initiation threshold, i.e. suitable for organizations of
all sizes. The main problem is that organizations seldom perform postmortems,
even if they are in the oﬃcial process charter, as pressures to start the next project
overshadow the good intentions of learning. Verner and Evanco report that, of
42 projects studied, only 33% had postmortem reviews [8], even though performing
postmortems was associated with the production of high quality development
artifacts and the ability to manage risk more eﬃciently throughout the development process [8]. As a result, the same mistakes propagated across projects
over time [8].
Another problem is that, even if postmortems are performed, information is
seldom shared across project boundaries [1012], resulting in situation that the only
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vessel for knowledge transfer is the individual practitioner moving between projects.
Methods for analyzing postmortem data for use on an organizational level exist but
carry high costs [13]. The project managers, who are the driving force behind
selecting the practices to be used in a speciﬁc project, might or might not be
involved in the learning experience of another project. This problem is compounded
by the fact that few organizations have procedures or structures in place to enable
sharing of information [7, 8, 11]. This can be devastating, as good practices are
highly dependent on project characteristics, i.e. what works for one project might
not be suitable for another [1418]. Relying on only word-of-mouth rumors, good
practices conveyed out of context with little or no additional information can create
more problems than they solve. Looking at SPI frameworks, such as CMMI, most of
the data gathered during process assessment is project based, i.e. the realization
phase is often the subject of study. One potential problem is that most SPI frameworks adopt a one-size-ﬁts-all view, not only across companies but also across
projects.
Experience Factory (EF) [19, 20] is very closely related to the same principles,
i.e. learning and knowledge transfer. EF is an infrastructure for reusing life cycle
experiences and products for software development. Experiences are collected from
development projects and are packaged and stored in an experience base. Packaging
entail generalizing, formalizing and tailoring the information collected to be easy to
reuse. The idea is that software development projects can improve their performance through the utilization of experiences from previous projects. The classical
usage of EF utilizes the Quality Improvement Paradigm (QIP) [21] for software
process improvement supported by the Goal Question Metric (GQM) [21] for
establishing project and corporate measurements. The instantiation of EF requires
the creation of a new experience factory organization to be responsible for the
analysis and packaging of the experience collected. Packaging is a diﬃcult task in
itself [22], and the cost of the EF organization is about 10% of the total organizational project budget [20]. This is not to say that EF has negative return on
investment but rather that the commitment and thus the initiation threshold for
such an undertaking is considerable, especially for small and medium sized organizations (SMEs). The most prominent use of EF as described above is the NASA
SEL [20] (for a review of research on EF see [23]).
PSF was strongly inspired by the idea of postmortems, while aiming to remedy
some of the problems presented by combining it with an EF like approach for
supporting organizational learning. Building on state-of-practice, the realization
that gut feeling was dominant in practice selection, PSF is intended to allow
practitioners to share information and experiences associated with a given practice.
In essence, by using the PSF repository, it is possible to \browse" through other
colleagues’ gut feelings and experiences, while maintaining the context of a speciﬁc
project. The context of the experiences gathered in the repository is maintained as
project characteristics and saved in relation to the practices and experiences. Traceability to originator is also saved as it enables face-to-face communication
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transferring tacit knowledge, which is crucial for keeping PSF light-weight, making
it accessible to SMEs as well as larger organizations [24, 25]. As the focus of PSF is
the practices, everything associated is seen as meta-data, and the main work is
connected to the gathering of this meta-data from practitioners as projects are
concluded.
PSF builds on the concepts of EF and related research. The main diﬀerences from
the classic EF are highlighted below:
.

The classic usage of EF builds on that measurements are in place to evaluate the
technologies used while PSF focuses on qualitative feedback trough postmortems.
Using qualitative measurements enables more organizations to utilize EF as few
have large measurement programs, as the instantiation can be very costly [20].
Still, using postmortems integrates feedback into the engineering work and thus
assures that experiences are collected.
. In EF, experiences, processes and technologies are packaged, i.e. generalized,
formalized and tailored to be easy to reuse. Packaging is a diﬃcult task [22] and in
PSF this is circumvented by using already existing packages, practices. PSF
builds on the current situation, the practices used in the organization, and uses
experiences to gradually reﬁne these and transfer successful ones to other projects. In contract to the classic use of EF, PSF stores experiences that are already
analyzed in a postmortem analysis meeting. This means that there are no explicit
packaging and generalization in PSF, but rather that experiences are pre-packaged as they concern some already existing practice, which it is connected to.
Generalization is not necessarily sought in PSF, but rather to let projects decide
what would work in their project. PSF provides projects with decision support for
this decision in giving them access to practices used in the organization and
experiences from them.
. EF has a separate organization for processing the information collected from the
development organization. This organization is concerned with establishing
measurement goals, analyzing and packing the information collected. Since there
are no or few quantitative measurements and no explicit packaging in PSF, this
burden is limited and there is not necessarily a need for a separate organization.
Instead, PSF can be seen as a tool for process and project managers to use for
choosing among and improving the practices used in the organization. This means
that the use of PSF is distributed over already existing roles.
. As there is no packaging of experiences and the information in PSF are in most
cases subjective (not as accurate as quantitative measurements) the focus shifts
towards enabling sharing tacit knowledge to overcome the ambiguities, e.g.
enabling locating persons to get more information from.
In comparison to postmortem reports, PSF adds structure to experiences
captured. This is achieved by focusing the type of experiences captured,
i.e. experiences related to practice performance. In addition, to facilitate locating
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relevant information captured, practices are arranged according to the process
model used [22, 26].
3. Practice Selection Framework 

 An Overview
This section gives an overview of PSF and a detailed account on how to use PSF to
share practices, coupled with experiences within an organization. An overview
of PSF can be found in Fig. 1. PSF is an approach for leveraging the knowledge
inherent to an organization regarding practices used. People in projects often
already know what practices work and what does not [2729].
In PSF, practices are the primary driver for transferring experiences in an organization. This is motivated by the fact that practices are often pre-packaged in
the form of process or method descriptions, often including templates and guidelines, which are already available. This natural state should decrease the overhead
of documenting experiences. In addition, practices are a primary candidate for
conveying knowledge, as most process improvement eﬀorts revolve around introducing new practices to tackle problems divulged during process assessment. Thus,
practitioners are used to practices being the main artifact of a change.
Practices together with meta-data collected from the organization are stored in a
practice repository (labeled A in Fig. 1), which is shared across the organization.
Meta-data include attributes describing practices (labeled A1 in Fig. 1), experiences
from using the practice (labeled A2 in Fig. 1) and the characteristics of projects in

Fig. 1. Overview of the practice selection framework.
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which the practice have been used (labeled A3 in Fig. 1). The practice repository
and its constituents are described in Sec. 3.1 and the structure used to organize
practices is discussed in Sec. 3.1.4.
Practices as well as meta-data are collected trough postmortem reviews when
projects conclude (labeled B in Fig. 1) which is detailed in Sec. 3.2. The meta-data
include information such as applicability, experiences, tips, and pros and cons associated with the practice in question. One of the overall goals is to leverage the
inherent experience stored in the repository to equip projects with practices and
support project managers when starting projects (labeled C in Fig. 1). Experiences
collected regarding practice performance aid other parts of the organization i.e.
other projects to make informed decisions regarding adopting practices already used
in the organization (see Sec. 3.3). This enables projects learning from each other in
addition to continuous process assessment as experiences can indicate if there are
practices that need to be improved. How to use PSF to assess practices used in the
organization and support software process improvement (labeled D in Fig. 1) is
described in Sec. 3.4.
Finally, diﬀerent organizations looking to adopt PSF will most likely have
diﬀerent needs and constraints. Acknowledging that there is not a one-size that ﬁts
all organizations, Sec. 3.5 discusses how PSF can be tailored and implemented.
3.1. A 

 Practice repository
Practices and meta-data collected from the organization are stored in the practice
repository (Experience base in EF). As the focus of PSF is the practices, everything
associated is seen as meta-data. Meta-data take the form of characteristics of projects where practices have been used, experiences from using practices as well as
attributes of the practice itself e.g. pre-requisites for usage (see Fig. 2). The
characteristics of projects set the context for the experiences. This means that
project mangers that use the information in the repository can evaluate how relevant the experience is for his/her project [21]. It is up to the organization adopting
PSF to decide how the entities are tailored with respect to what information should
be collected for each.
The next sub-sections give an account of information that can be used for each of
the entities in the practice repository. In addition, to facilitate easier ﬁnding
practices used in the organization, the repository needs to be structured. How the
repository can be structured is discussed in Sec. 3.1.4.

Fig. 2. Entities in the practice repository.
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3.1.1. A1 

 Practice
Keeping descriptions of practices is necessary to be able to facilitate their adoption
in other projects. To achieve this, the deﬁnition of a practice must be speciﬁc to the
organization, e.g. if use cases [30] are a practice used in the organization, it is the
organization’s deﬁnition of a use case and its experience related to it that are important to share within the organization. The deﬁnition of the practice in the literature is irrelevant as it is not the organization’s own experience. Guiding practice
documentation by stipulating what attributes are important ensures a minimum
level of information completeness and uniformity in the repository, making it easier
to use. A number of attributes suitable for describing practices are summarized
in Table 1.
Practices are often described in the form of process descriptions, templates used,
examples, checklists and guidelines. In addition to describing the practice, certain
attributes have been included to support practitioners in selecting practices from
the repository. Purpose provides an initial screening of practices when selecting
from the repository through abstraction of what the practice is used for. If the
practice’s purpose does not ﬁt the needs of the project, the search can quickly move
on to the next practice while, if the purpose ﬁts, a more thorough evaluation of the
practice can be made. Practice dependencies capture what is needed in terms of
other practices to take advantage of a practice at hand, e.g. capitalizing on the use
of an object oriented programming language is dependent on having an object
oriented design in place. Process connection indicates in what part of the development process the practice is meant to be used (see Sec. 3.1.4). Finally, prerequisites
are used to describe what in addition to other practices is needed. This includes

Table 1. Practice attributes.
Practice
Attribute
Title
Purpose
Description

Description
A descriptive title for the practice.
Purpose should be a concisely capture what the practice is used for.
This attribute is used to screen practices quickly.
The description should convey how the practice is used. In addition, other sources can be used to facilitate usage such as:
. Templates
. Examples
. Checklists

Process connection

Dependencies
Pre-requisites

Process connection traces the practice to the governing process.
The process connection shows where in the development the
practice is meant to be used.
Dependencies captures what other practice are needed to make
this practice work.
Pre-requisites describes all other things that need to be in place to
use the practice. This includes roles, tools etc.
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roles, life cycle models etc. that have to be in place to make use of a practice. An
example of a prerequisite is the need of having the role tester present if test-case
driven inspections are to be used [31].
3.1.2. A2 

 Experience
Postmortem analysis is used to assess practices when projects are concluded (see
Sec. 3.2). The experiences collected from the analysis are documented in PSF to
enable other projects to learn from projects’ failures and successes and thus pick up
practices that have been shown to be successful elsewhere in the organization. To
control what information is collected, attributes in PSF are tailored to ﬁt the information prerequisites of the organization. In addition, rules control the extent to
which experiences are collected. The rules stipulate what attributes is mandatory
for projects to supply and the required documentation. Ideally, experiences are
rooted in quantitative measures, e.g. eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency of the practice
in the project. However, as measurement programs are expensive to set up and
sustain, the attributes presented here focuses on a few qualitative measures
presented in Table 2.
PSF supports both codiﬁcation and personalization strategy of knowledge
management. Codiﬁcation is achieved by describing practices, projects and experiences and storing them in the practice repository. In addition, PSF enable
personalization by traceability to the person that has experience from using the
practice as an experience (named \Responsible" in Table 2). This is important as
the information related to practices often is incomplete or does not reﬂect their
actual use. This is in part because extensive documentation is considered too
resource demanding or that the knowledge is hard to make explicit. To manage this,
Table 2. Experience attributes.
Experience
Attribute
Traceability to project
Traceability to practice
Responsible

Performance

Cost/bang

Recommendations

Description
Provides a link to the project in which the experience has been captured.
Provides a link to the practice that the experience relates to.
Provides traceability to the one responsible for the practice in this particular project. This attribute can be used to keep track of persons
with experience from using the practice within the organization.
Performance reﬂects how the practice have performed in this project.
Performance can be actual measures of eﬀectiveness or eﬃciency or a
subjective measure of how well project participants think that the
practice have fulﬁlled its purpose e.g. on a 100 point scale.
Essentially bang-for-buck or return on investment for the practice. This
reﬂects how the participants in the project perceive the beneﬁts from
the practice weights against the cost of using it.
Recommendations are a way to share additional experiences from using
the practice. Recommendations can for example be concrete advice on
how to improve the practice.
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organizations can opt for a lightweight level of documentation and instead use
personalization of the knowledge. This can be made possible by providing traceability to experts owning tacit knowledge, e.g. \Charlie knows use-cases, talk to
him". This makes it possible for practices and experiences to be personalized, and
PSF can be used as a catalog with links to experts. This aids in transferring tacit
knowledge, which compensates for shortcomings in documentation. In addition, this
can be used to keep track of experts or employees with particular experiences in the
organization, which can be used when staﬃng projects or identifying resources to be
used in tutoring and training new employees or when a project adopts new practices.
All the attributes in Table 2 focus on capturing subjective experiences of practice
use and initiation threshold. Collecting experiences of the initiation threshold, such
as risk and initiation cost, alleviate adopting practices in other projects. Attributes
related to practice use include performance, who is responsible, cost/bang, pros and
cons. Performance consists of an evaluation made by practitioners of how the
practice has performed, which is used by others as an indication of whether it is
worth adopting. Even though a practice is perceived as being advantageous, certain
aspects of the practice might bring negative eﬀects or warrant changes in the
practice. The recommendations attribute are a way for practitioners to convey these
aspects of practice usage experienced. Cost/bang is a way to capture the relative
cost eﬀectiveness of a practice. If, for example, a requirements speciﬁcation practice
is to be evaluated, the cost/bang captures how expensive each requirement was to
specify on average using the practice in question.
3.1.3. A3 

 Project
The context in which the experience is acquired is saved to enable project managers
to gauge the relevance of the experience in relation to their own challenges and
projects. For experiences to be usable in a particular project they need to be valid in
that context, e.g. an experience derived in a small research project might not be
applicable in a large production project. To evaluate the transferability of experiences, the characteristics of the project in which the experience was derived are
stored in connection with the experiences. Project characteristics are also used to
catalyze the diﬀusion of practices in the organization, as other projects can see what
practices are used in other projects together with how those projects compare to the
one at hand. A summary of possible project characteristics is given in Table 3.
Project characteristics should be tailored to the organization at hand to avoid
keeping characteristics that are not considered important for the organization or the
ones which are redundant in nature, e.g. keeping development mode as a attribute
when all projects executed in the organization are bespoken projects. This builds a
frame of reference for project managers reasoning regarding the suitability of a
practice for projects. Keeping experiences and context information in the form of
project characteristics is important, as practitioners consider case studies, ﬁeld
studies and legacy data as most valuable when selecting practices [32], where it is
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Table 3. Project attributes.
Project
Attribute

Description

Lead-time
Personnel
Project size in man-hours
Requirements stability

Development mode
Development type

Captures the lead-time for the project.
The number of people involved in the project.
The resources in man-hours used in the project.
The volatility of the requirements. Captures some of the
conditions (level of change) under which the project was
performed.
The development mode of the project including for example
customer contract, innovative, market driven etc.
The project type including for example new product
development, maintenance, evolution of existing
product etc.

vital to be able to evaluate whether the context of the experience at hand is
applicable in a future project.
3.1.4. A4 

 Support structure of repository
Structuring the repository by decomposing the practices into several levels of
abstraction helps to keep an inventory of what practices are present in diﬀerent
parts of the process. In addition, this eases the eﬀort required to search for and
increases the probability of successful identiﬁcation of practices when selecting from
the repository [22, 26]. Practices are decomposed to structure the information into
several process abstraction levels instead of ﬂattening the information by only
providing one level in the structure of the repository. In Fig. 3, a decomposition
based on CMMI [33] comprising four levels of abstraction is shown. The top three
levels structuring the process consist of Process area, Speciﬁc goals and Speciﬁc
practice. These levels are used to structure the practices used in the organization,
which are the bottom level of abstraction. The top level, the Process area, divides

Fig. 3. Example of practice decomposition.
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the process into clusters of related practices. CMMI comprises 22 process areas of
which three are shown in the top part of Fig. 3. A project manager searching for a
practice related to requirements engineering would only need to consider the
practices found under the respective abstraction. The next abstraction level further
reﬁne the division into Speciﬁc goals needed to satisfy the process area. Figure 3
shows the goals needed to satisfy the Requirements development process area,
which include Develop customer requirements, Develop product requirements, and
Analyze and validate requirements. The next abstraction level encompasses practices used to achieve the goals on the level above. Figure 3 shows an excerpt of
practices used to fulﬁll the goals for the Requirements development process area.
The last level holds the concrete practices used in the organization that constitute
one way of performing these practices. Developing customer requirements can for
instance be performed with a wide array of practices for specifying requirements (see
Fig. 3) e.g. Use cases and State-charts. How the decomposition is arranged in terms
of how many levels and what these consist of is speciﬁc to the organization and needs
to be tailored when instantiating PSF. Organizations that already have process
descriptions or guides can use these to connect practices to, or connect experience
attributes to practices already documented. Structuring the repository according to
a process has shown to be beneﬁcial in other knowledge management eﬀorts. The
tailoring of abstraction levels can be done in a way similar to that when working
with requirements on diﬀerent abstraction levels [34, 35].
3.2. B 

 Feedback
Postmortems reviews are a practical method for learning from concluded software
projects [36]. Postmortems enable projects reﬂecting on lessons learnt, what worked
and what can be improved in the future. In PSF, a postmortem is made when a project
has concluded to assess the performance and uncover what practices were used successfully and which constitute an improvement potential. The results are documented
in the practice repository according to the rules and attributes established. This
makes experiences regarding practice performance transcend project borders as the
repository is shared within the organization. It is up to the organization how to
organize the postmortem regarding only supplying experiences for the most successful
and unsuccessful practices to all used in the project. Only providing experiences of
practices featuring some particular characteristic oﬀers a less resource intensive
option to documenting experiences related to all practices in the project. Using
postmortems for feedback of experiences integrates knowledge management into the
engineering work and enables management to assure that a minimum level of experiences is collected. This is important, as it is often hard to get workers to share their
experience [37]. An example of feeding back experiences is given in Fig. 4 where two
practices, use cases and a cost estimation practice has been used in a maintenance
project. In the example it can be seen that use cases have been perceived as working
well while the cost estimation practice could need improvement.
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Fig. 4. Feedback of experience.

3.3. C 

 Selection of practices
Selection involves utilizing the information stored in the practice repository to equip
a project with practices. This is usually carried out at project start-up but can also
be used when a project needs new practices, e.g. mid-project. In an organization
where projects and processes are diverse, the project manager who has knowledge
about the project in question preferably performs this task. To support project
managers in selecting practices, meta-data including experience and the context in
which they were derived are used as decision support. PSF oﬀers diﬀerent types of
decision support material for project managers looking to adopt practices. First, the
practice itself together with its meta-data e.g. purpose, pre-requisites etc. oﬀer an
initial description of the practice itself. Second, meta-data concerning projects can
show if and in what projects the practice have been used before and the characteristics of these. Finally, experience collected from these projects indicate how the
practice has performed. To get more information, experiences oﬀer traceability to
persons that have experience from using the practice. Example 1 illustrates how
practice selection can be performed.
Example 1. An example of practice selection.
Previous projects that the project manager has participated in have all
received a complete requirements speciﬁcation from the client. Now, a
new project includes ﬁnding out and specifying the requirements for the client. The project manager thus need to, among other things, adopt a new
practice for writing down the requirements for the system. Browsing through
the repository (see Fig. 5) he ﬁnds the Develop customer requirements
(Continued )
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Fig. 5. Except of the practice repository.

practice which essentially entail writing down requirements, something that
the organization in this example has experience from using Use cases and
State charts. The project manager thus has the choice of trying one or both of
these practices or try something not previously used in the organization. In
order to make an informed decision he examines the experiences collected
from previous projects shown in Fig. 6. Here he can see that Use cases have

Fig. 6. Experiences stored in the practice repository.

(Continued )
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opinions from projects while State charts have mostly received favorable
received mixed opinions. To make the decision he compares the projects that
have previously used the practices to the one in hand and sees that projects X,
O and U are comparable to the project in hand, i.e. similar project characteristics and similar products. As State charts seem to have performed better
than Use cases for similar projects he decides that State charts are a candidate
to use in the new project and proceeds by talking to persons who have handson experience in using the practice, which is also stored in the repository. He
might also use this information to try to staﬀ the project with staﬀ that have
experience from specifying requirements using the practices chosen.

3.4. D 

 Identi¯cation of improvement potential
In addition to alleviating sharing practices within the organization, PSF also supports process improvement as the repository provides a snapshot of how the
organizations practices perform. This can be used to assess the need for improvement in the organization. The issues in Table 4 summarize how PSF is used to unveil
a need for improvement. An improvement eﬀort is initiated as a response to a careful
consideration of current practices and associated experiences. The initiation of an
external SPI activity can be mapped to three activities in PSF. Selection of practices
from the repository not only supports project managers choosing working practices
Table 4. Process issues with relation to PSF.
Relation to PSF

Description

Action

Missing practice

There are no practices present in
the repository matching the
needs of the project.
The selection of practices performed has resulted in choosing
the \wrong" practice for the
project at hand. Projects
abandon the practice.

Use SPI eﬀorts to identify and
include new practices in the
repository.
Even though the practice has not
been used in the project, the
negative experience should be fed
back into the practice repository
to warn others making the same
selection.
Inventory the repository for other
suitable practices. If none is
found, initiate an SPI eﬀort to
rectify the deﬁciency.

Practice selection failure

Practice deﬁcient

External issues

A practice has received negative
feedback indicating that there
is a potential for improvement
in selecting another practice for
the task.
Issues negatively inﬂuencing project performance that do not
relate directly to PSF or practices contained therein.

Initiate an SPI eﬀort to identify and
rectify the problem. If the
improvement involves new
practices, include them in the
repository.
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for a project but also doubles as an inventory of practices and experiences owned by
the organization. A need for improvement is detected either as a lack of practices
suiting the need of the project or as suitable practices having received mostly
negative feedback. Should an adequate practice (or solution to a problem) be
missing from the repository, an external process improvement activity should be
initiated. The selection of an SPI framework to use for improvement is not relevant;
rather, it is up to the organization to decide and a task to be solved. The important
thing is that the SPI eﬀort be focused on the practice repository. This implies
that the process assessment originates with the practices in the repository,
and any change or addition to the process (for example adding a new practice) is
mapped and included into the repository, which in eﬀect causes the improvement
eﬀort to transcend project boundaries making the results accessible to the whole
organization.
However, relying only on the experience originating from inside the organization
can mean in the long run that the organization becomes increasingly good at using
obsolete practices [38]. To limit this risk, and for the repository to be up-to-date and
optimized, regular SPI eﬀorts should also be performed. These can be seen as
maintenance overhauls and can be triggered by, for example, practices receiving
mostly negative experiences or by a general conception that the process could be
improved. In an optimal case this is based on quantitative data obtained from an
extensive measurement program collecting metrics on, for example, defects (quality) and time and cost per production unit (eﬃciency). In reality very few organizations have extensive measurement programs as the cost of keeping and updating
detailed records and collecting metrics for analysis is very high [20, 39]. In practice,
maintenance can be initiated when the need arises, but it could be prudent to
consider it as ongoing quality assurance.
3.5. Tailoring and implementing PSF
PSF is a framework that needs tailoring to ﬁt an organization’s needs, conditions
and process. This means that the parts presented thus far need to be adapted to
reﬂect needs in the organization. This includes choosing what attributes to use in
the practice repository to describe practices, experiences and projects. In addition,
how selection of practices, feedback of experience and assessment of practices used
need to be established and responsibilities assigned to roles in the organization.
An initial tailoring can be performed as described in the static validation presented
in Sec. 4.
When tailored, PSF is introduced in the organization using an appropriate
process assessment methodology such as iFLAP [27, 40] or SCAMPI [41]. During an
initial process assessment of the organization, practices already in use are documented and discussed. This is the initial documentation of the repository. In addition, it is important to collect meta-data in relation to the practices discussed,
collecting experiences and, especially, noting inadequacies. Initially seeding the
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repository is important [22] as a repository that have no usable information is likely
to be abandoned and provides no incentive to supply new information.
4. Static Validation of PSF in Industry
Static validation of PSF was performed at Volvo Car Corporation to get initial feedback on how the framework addresses needs in industry. This section presents the
design of the static validation. First, the research methodology is introduced in Sec. 4.1.
The context in which the study is conducted and the participants are presented in
Secs. 4.2 and 4.3 respectively. Section 4.4 describes the workshop used to tailor and
introduce the participants to PSF while Sec. 4.4.1 introduces the questionnaire used to
measure the participants view of how PSF would work at VCC. Finally, the research
questions aimed to be answered in the validation are presented in Sec. 4.5.
4.1. Research methodology
The study presented in this paper is part of a technology transfer cycle consisting of
innovation, static validation, dynamic validation and ﬁnally release of the technology for wider use. This general model for technology transfer developed for
software engineering is shown in Fig. 7 (see Gorschek et al. [42, 43]).
The innovation step is where the idea is born and developed into a technology.
The technology is then tested and validated in diﬀerent settings, from laboratory to
industry, utilizing diﬀerent types of research methods as needed. Static validation of
technologies often involves experimentation in academia to investigate the basic
concepts before the technology is tested in industry. Static validations in industry
sort out teething problems related to transferring a technology to industry and provide a

Fig. 7. Technology transfer process (adapted from [42]).
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way to get initial feedback on scalability and usability without incurring the risks of
testing it in production projects. Given the results of the static validation, one can either
move back to the innovation step and reﬁne the idea or move on to dynamic validation
to test the idea in a real life setting. Dynamic validation is carried out in case studies in
either \real" software projects or a smaller pilot project aimed at evaluating the technology in question. The last step in the technology transfer process is to release the
technology for wider use when it has been shown to be useful and usable.
This paper presents a static validation of PSF in industry. The validation is set
up as a workshop (described in Sec. 4.4) aimed at tailoring PSF to ﬁt the organization, while also validating the concepts used in PSF. During the workshop PSF is
tailored to ﬁt the organization and usage of PSF is simulated by applying it to
examples from the organization. Validation is achieved through collecting the
workshop participants’ opinion on how this tailoring would work in a real setting.
This gives initial feedback on what concepts work and what needs to be changed
before actual piloting and thus build commitment to the solution.

4.2. Research context
The evaluation presented was conducted at the Swedish automotive manufacturer
Volvo Car Corporation (VCC) currently owned by Ford Motor Company. Process
descriptions at VCC are documented in a Business Management System (BMS).
Instructions in the BMS guides what to do in projects and technologies are thus
already chosen when commencing a project. Diﬀerences between projects stem from
diﬀerences in system characteristics, i.e. safety critical systems need additional
practices. Concerning knowledge management and retaining experiences gained
from projects, postmortems are carried out on project conclusion and experiences
documented in white books and provide feedback to instructions in the BMS. Experiences from using practices are also disseminated by face-to-face communication
and rotation of workforce. In addition, cross-function teams and reviews are also
used to utilize the knowledge and experiences. Process documentation and knowledge management activities at VCC are established and successful albeit a potential
for improvement was uncovered in the questionnaire used during the workshop in
this evaluation. The improvement potential relate to how to eﬀectively communicate and use the experiences gained from concluded projects. For more background information on the case setting see [44, 45].
4.3. Participants
The workshop was run with four participants selected based on expert knowledge in
relation to the organization and working practices. Three are employed at VCC and
the fourth participant is a PhD student tied to VCC with extensive knowledge from
research projects carried out in the organization.
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4.4. Workshop description
The static validation is organized as a workshop with participants all actively
participating. During the workshop, PSF was tailored to ﬁt the organization,
and real examples of practices, projects and experiences from the organization were used as the main input. In essence, this was equivalent to actual use
of PSF.
At the end of the workshop, a questionnaire designed to measure the participants
view of PSF was ﬁlled in (see Sec. 4.4.1). The workshop consists of six steps
described below. All the steps are driven by the participants’ knowledge of how work
is carried out in the organization. This means that all examples used during the
workshop comes from real projects, experiences and practices.
1. Overview of PSF
First a general introduction to PSF describing the goals and purpose of the framework is given.
2. Deﬁnition of practice and relation to used processes
The second step in the workshop aims at establishing an organization speciﬁc
deﬁnition of a practice. This is important so that all participants have the same
terminology and perception of what is being discussed.
3. Choosing what meta-data to collect
What attributes to collect for the entities in the practice repository is then established. To avoid missing important attributes or choosing ones that are redundant
or not relevant, these steps are example-driven. For each of the entities, real
examples from the organization are used to test the selected attributes. This
involves specifying practices, experiences and projects according to the attributes
chosen.
3.1. Practice
3.2. Project
3.3. Experience
4. Using PSF for selection and improvement
When all attributes are established, more examples, including all entities are
developed. During this step, the participants are asked to reﬂect and discuss how
the tailoring would perform with regard to usage, i.e. ﬁnding improvement potential
and supporting practice selection. The tailoring is also reﬁned during this step to
reﬂect issues uncovered.
5. PSF support structure
The roles and responsibilities as well as initial ideas on how to organize the feedback
of experiences are discussed on the ﬁfth step of the workshop. In addition, the
structure used to organize practices in the repository as well as how to connect it to
processes already used in the organization is established.
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6. Questionnaire
The last step of the workshop consists of a questionnaire aimed to measure the
participants’ view of PSF in this particular organization. The questionnaire is
described in Sec. 4.4.1.
4.4.1. Questionnaire
A questionnaire is used at the end of the workshop to measure the participants’ views
on the tailoring of PSF developed. A summary of the questionnaire can be found in
Appendix A. The questionnaire is divided into two parts. The ﬁrst part asks for
information on the current situation relevant to PSF. This is used as a benchmark for
the answers given in respect to PSF. The next part collect opinions on how the
participants think that this situation would change if PSF, as tailored during the
workshop, were implemented all out. Most questions are designed to be answered on
the scales shown in Fig. 8. The ﬁgure shows how the views are converted into numbers.
For example, if the subject thinks that there will be \less" eﬀort this answer is given
the value 2. The same goes for the other scales, if a subject thinks that the quality will
be \better" the answer is converted into a 2, and 4 for \much better", and so on. For
the ﬁrst part of the questionnaire, the participants are asked to give point estimates
while on the second part they are asked to provide three estimates, worst case, likely
case and best case scenarios. The worst and best case are meant to capture the real case
with 90% conﬁdence. This makes it possible to assess the level of uncertainty the
subjects have on the particular question.
4.5. Research questions
This section presents the research questions that the validation addresses. Each
research question is listed in Table 5 with a description/motivation. The research
questions drive the design of the validation and a mapping of the research questions

Fig. 8. Conversion of scales used in questionnaire.

(RQ 3.3) How is the eﬀort for using
PSF perceived?
(RQ 3.4) How is the initiation
threshold to using PSF
perceived?

(RQ 3.1) Does PSF improve on
practices related to ﬁnding out
and evaluating practices used
in the organization?
(RQ 3.2) What decision support
material in PSF is most important?

(RQ 3) Is PSF easy and intuitive
to use?

(RQ 2) Does using PSF improve
the quality of the documentation of practices, projects and
experiences?

(RQ 1) How can PSF be tailored to
ﬁt an organization.

Research question
To enable successful technology transfer and
knowledge management the organization
need the be able to tailor PSF to ﬁt their
needs and constraints.
PSF supports both codiﬁcation and personalization. For successful codiﬁcation the quality of
the resulting documentation need to goodenough to use for sharing and improving
practices.
This research question concerns the usability of
PSF. If PSF is not useable, there is a signiﬁcant risk of abandoning the approach.
Diﬀerent aspects of usability are detailed in
the sub-research questions.
To enable sharing and improving practices used
in the organization, practitioners need to be
able to ﬁnd suitable practices and evaluate
these.
PSF provides diﬀerent decision support material
used in improvement and evaluation. This
research question concerns what aspects
of PSF are most valuable for supporting
decisions.
For PSF to be easy to use, the eﬀort for using it
cannot be deterring for users.
To successfully implement PSF, the cost of
implementation and for starting using the
approach cannot be perceived as a hinder.
This would risk failing the implementation.

Description

Table 5. Research questions.
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(RQ 4.3) Are experiences and
project information collected
from the organization useful
material for evaluating practices used in the organization
to identify potential
improvements?
(RQ 4.4) Are experiences and
project information collected
useful material for evaluating
practices used in other project
to decide on adoption?

(RQ 4.1) Is gathering and structuring practices in one place, a
repository, useful for ﬁnding
out what practices are used in
the organization?
(RQ 4.2) Are experiences collected
from a project useful material
to evaluate the project?

(RQ 4) Is the decision material
provided by PSF, experiences
and project information
collected, suitable for decision
making regarding evaluation
and adoption?

Research question

For experiences and project information to be
useful as decision support material for evaluating practices for adoption, the costs of
collecting and analyzing them need to be
lower than the expected beneﬁts.

For experiences to be useful as decision support
material for evaluating a project, the costs of
collecting and analyzing them need to be
lower than the expected beneﬁts.
For experiences and project information to be
useful as decision support material for identifying improvements, the costs of collecting
and analyzing them need to be lower than the
expected beneﬁts.
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For PSF to be suitable for making decisions
regarding adopting and improving practices
used in the organization, the beneﬁts of using
the approach need to outweigh the cost of
using it. This research question thus essentially concerns the usefulness, bang-for-buck,
of using PSF. Diﬀerent aspects of bang-forbuck for PSF is detailed in the sub-research
questions.
Does the beneﬁt of being able to ﬁnd practice
used in the organization outweigh the cost of
establishing and maintaining a practice
repository?
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to steps in the workshop (see Sec. 4.4) and questions in the questionnaire (see
Sec. 4.4.1) are given in Table 5. For example, it can be seen in Table 5 that in order
to answer Research Question 2, regarding the quality of documentation, three steps
in the workshop are performed, Steps 3.13.3, all related to tailoring the practice
repository. In addition, the questionnaire is set up to inquire about quality of the
current documentation, questions 7, 8, 11 and 12, and how this is expected to
change when introducing PSF, questions 2.2, 3.2 and 4.2.
4.6. Validity
This section discusses the threats to the validity of the study described in this paper.
As described by Wohlin et al. [46] validity can be discussed in terms of construct,
internal, external and conclusion validity.
4.6.1. External validity
The resulting tailoring developed during the workshop cannot be generalized to
other environments. Other organizations may face diﬀerent needs and have other
constraints. However, this is not a threat to the validity as generalizing the actual
tailoring is not the objective of the study. The generalization that is important to be
able to make here is for PSF and the workshop used for the initial tailoring of PSF.
As the study only includes one organization and a few participants the ability to
generalize the results are limited. However, this is an initial study and the results
warrants further investigation to conﬁrm or dismiss the results presented.
4.6.2. Conclusion validity
The largest threat to conclusion validity in this study is to ensure reliability of the
data gathered. For the workshop, the threat concern eliciting all participants views
instead of an obfuscated view or only the view of one strong person. During the
workshop, every participant actively participated in all steps and discussions. Even
though there was not always an immediate consensus on issues, discussions usually
resolved these and thus this threat is considered limited.
The questionnaire used to measure the participants’ view of PSF also poses a
threat to the reliability of measurements. To limit this threat the questionnaire was
extensively reviewed prior to use to ensure that there were no erroneous or leading
questions. The questions used are also derived from the research questions, which
should also limit this threat.
The participants in the workshop pose a threat to validity as there are few of them
and might only represent one view of PSF. However, the participants from VCC are
all experts with good knowledge of how development is carried out and the state of
knowledge management within the organization and the PhD student have extensive
knowledge of working practices used and the organization. This threat is thus limited
but the number of participants is still too small to draw any general conclusions.
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4.6.3. Internal validity
Participants in the workshop not expressing their real opinions, because they feel
restricted by the workshop being audio taped and the tailoring and examples used in
the workshop photo documented, is a threat to the internal validity. The participants were assured anonymity and the researchers assured not to divulge any
sensitive information in publications, which limits this threat.
4.6.4. Construct validity
Only relying on one single data source is a threat to construct validity. The results
presented for the PSF validation relies on both data gathered during the workshop
and from the questionnaire. Relying on several data sources should limit this threat
to validity.
5. Results
The workshop ran for an entire working day. This section presents the results from
the workshop answers the research questions posed in Sec. 4.5. First, the tailoring
developed at VCC is presented and exempliﬁed in Sec. 5.1 and then answers to the
research questions are given in the subsequent sections structured according to
the presentation in Sec. 4.5.
5.1. Tailoring of the practice repository at VCC
Tailoring is important for knowledge management and process improvement [47] as
there is not a one-size that ﬁts the needs and restrictions of all organizations. The
PSF workshop tailoring entails choosing what information (meta-data) to collect,
how to collect it and how to use it. To try the tailoring, examples of practices,
projects and experiences from the organization is used to illustrate and try out
actual use of PSF. Deciding what meta-data to collect at VCC during the workshop
often started with an initial proposal, later reﬁned as examples were used. The next
sections presents the tailoring of the resulting practice repository developed during
the workshop. Section 5.1.1 presents the tailoring of attributes used to describe
practices, Sec. 5.1.2 projects and ﬁnally Sec. 5.1.3 describes the attributes chosen to
capture experiences. In addition, Sec. 5.1.4 presents an example from the workshop,
where the tailoring has been used to describe a practice and an experience according
to the tailoring developed.
5.1.1. Tailoring of practices
At the beginning of the workshop, it was recognized that practices, as described in
the generic version of PSF, correspond to instructions in the Business Management
System (BMS) used at VCC to some degree. The diﬀerence is that instructions are
more generic, a description of what needs to be done, while practices are more
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concrete, i.e. how things are done. It was decided that keeping traceability to the
BMS and adding some practice speciﬁc description would suﬃce for using PSF. An
example of this from the workshop is the \MISRA C compliance" practice which is
an activity performed to check if C code adhere to MISRA C [48]. This can be done
manually or by using a tool, which means that there are two diﬀerent practices that
can be used for this activity. The practices thus have diﬀerent values for the
attributes. Using a tool scales well and thus have high return on investment,
however, the initiation threshold is higher than using a manual check if you do not
already have the tool (procurement time, license cost, training, tool setup, etc.).
Table 6 gives an overview of attributes considered important when describing
practices at VCC.
Table 6. Practice attributes.
Practice
Attribute
Title
Purpose
Short description

Source reference

BMS instruction
Literature
Course
Process connection
Owner
Prerequisites
Output
Required
competence
Tool support
Initiation threshold

Estimated return on
investment
Pro
Cons

Description
A descriptive title for the practice.
A short concise description of the purpose of the practice.
A short description of the practice. The full description can be found in
the BMS. Additionally, speciﬁcs for the practice not described in the
BMS are described here.
Source reference provides traceability where more information can be
found about the practice. This includes traceability to the original
description in the BMS, literature and courses.
Traceability to the BMS instruction describing the practice.
Traceability to selected literature concerning the practice.
A list of internal and external courses that are given concerning this
practice.
Process connection indicates where in the development process the
practice is meant to be used.
Owner is the person responsible for maintaining the practice.
Prerequisites lists everything that need to be in place for using the
practice.
Output indicates what kind of result is produced by using the practice.
Output can be a decision, analysis or document.
Required competence lists the needed competence for successfully using
the practice. Competence can be experience, knowledge, courses or
certiﬁcates.
This attribute indicates the tool support the organization has available for
this practice.
Initiation threshold essentially captures the time to return on investment.
This is given on a subjective scale ranging from very low to very high.
This attribute indicates how easy it is to start using the practice.
Estimated return on investment gives an estimate of the relationship
between beneﬁt and cost for the practice. This is given on a subjective
scale ranging from very low to very high.
Pros indicates the generally accepted positive aspects of the practice in
the organization.
Cons captures the generally accepted negative aspects of the practice in
the organization.
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5.1.2. Tailoring of projects
To characterize projects, attributes describing the size, as well as the level of
change, in the project were chosen. The size is described using the number of personnel working in the project, the man hours used in the project as well as the lead
time of the project. Level of change captures what type of project is carried out. Low
level of change implies a maintenance project with little added functionality while
high level of change implies new development projects. To characterize the outcome
of projects four attributes where chosen, cost, time and quality deviation from plan
and content fulﬁllment. To characterize the changes in pre-requisites during the
project it was decided to add an attribute to capture the requirements stability. An
overview of attributes to characterize projects at VCC is given in Table 7.
5.1.3. Tailoring of experiences
In PSF, project postmortems are performed on project conclusion to evaluate
the performance of practices used in the project. The results are documented in
the practice repository as experiences. An overview of attributes capturing
experiences in at VCC is shown in Table 8. Experiences in PSF are used to inform
other projects of how a speciﬁc practice (or combination) has performed. The goal
is to aid project stakeholders in deciding what practices to adopt to facilitate
Table 7. Project attributes.
Project
Attribute
Name
Description
Lead time
Staﬃng
Personnel size
Man hours
Level of change

White book

Supplier
HW/SW or mix
Cost deviation
Time deviation
Content fulﬁllment
Quality deviation
Requirements stability
Comment

Description
The project name.
A short description of the project.
The projects actual lead time.
How the project was staﬀed. This attribute is dived into the two attributes
given below.
The number of personnel that was involved in the project.
The number of man hours actually used in the project.
Level of change indicates the type of project. A level of change of 1 indicates a
maintenance project while a level of change of 6 indicates that the project
was concerned with only new development.
Provides traceability to white books documenting experiences and outcomes
for the project. The attribute is optional and only used if a white book
exists.
Indicates if and what supplier was used in the project.
Indicates if the product developed in the project is pure software, hardware or
a mix of both.
Capture the deviation between planned and actual cost for the project.
Capture the deviation between planned and actual time for the project.
Capture the deviation between planned and actual content for the project.
Capture the deviation between planned and actual quality for the project.
Captures the volatility of requirements in the project.
The comment ﬁeld is used to supply additional details and explanations to
why the classiﬁcation looks like it does.
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Table 8. Experience attributes.
Experience

Attribute
Traceability to practice
Traceability to project
Person responsible
Organizational belonging
Return on investment

Performance
Success

Cost
Time
Pro
Cons
Recommendations

Comment

Description
Traceability to the practice which the experience concern.
Traceability to the project in which the experience was collected.
The person in the project responsible for the practice.
The organizational unit the person responsible belong to.
The relationship between beneﬁt and cost as perceived in the project. The
attribute is scored on a subjective scale ranging from very high to very
low.
How the practice has performed in the project. The performance attribute
is divided into the three attributes presented below.
Success of the practice unveil how well the practice has fulﬁlled its purpose.
The success is scored on a 100 point subjective scale where 50 indicate
average performance.
Cost is all ﬁxed costs associated with using the practice in this project.
This include license costs etc. incurred on the project.
How many hours have been devoted to using the practice in this project.
The advantages from using the practice as experienced in this project.
The disadvantages from using the practice as experienced in this project.
Recommendations are a way to share additional experiences from using
the practice. Recommendations can for example be concrete advice on
how to improve the practice.
The comment ﬁeld is used to supply additional details and explanations to
why the classiﬁcation looks like it does.

improvement. Improvement can come in the form of reﬁning the practice to better
suit the project, reﬁne the practice description to better reﬂect actual use and/or
uncovering practices that perform poorly so that replacement practices can be
found. During the workshop it was decided to use experiences to keep traceability
between projects and practices to be able to distinguish what practices are used in
what projects. Traceability to the person responsible for the practice in the particular project is also stored to facilitate face-to-face communication. Keeping track
of people with experience can alleviate project staﬃng and gives an account of which
people to contact if one considers adopting practices.
To document practice performance evaluations three attributes were established
during the workshop; return on investment, performance and resource use. Return on
investment is an estimate of how much beneﬁt, for the project, a practice brings in
relation to resources and time invested. Performance reﬂects how well the practice
fulﬁlled its purpose. Resource use is divided into two parts, ﬁrst cost which is all ﬁxed
costs that are incurred on the project for using the practice, and then the variable cost in
time. Experiences are not mandatory to document for all practices. Only practices that
perform well or have a potential for improvement must be documented. To capture
concrete suggestions for improvements, three attributes were added. These include pros
and cons as perceived in the project, as well as recommendations. Recommendations are
concrete remarks of what could be done to improve on the situation.
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Most of the attributes presented for experiences, projects and practices are open
ended in nature. This was decided as there are few quantitative measurements in
place that directly map to the attributes presented. However, if measurements are
in place, they can be used for experiences or projects, and these should be used to
complement open ended attributes or estimates based on expert opinion in order to
increase the reliability.
5.1.4. Examples of use
To illustrate the attributes chosen, an example used during the workshop is given
below. The example is from the use of a review practice for System Requirements
Descriptions (SRD). The description of the practice is given in Table 9. The description
shows that the review is generally considered to have a low initiation threshold, e.g.
there is little time and cost for starting to use it. It is also considered to give high return
on investment. These attributes are estimates from how the practice generally performs. Ideally these attributes in the practice description change over time to correspond to what the projects actually feedback from using the practice in projects.
This review practice has been used in project Alpha (obfuscated for reasons of
anonymity) and the experience from that project is shown in Table 10. The use of
the review was estimated to have high return on investment but was still not considered to be highly successful. The reason for this was that the use of reviews was
considered rather low cost even if they did not uncover many defects. The reason for
Table 9. SRD review practice.
Practice
Title
Source reference
BMS instruction
Literature
Course
Process connection
Owner
Prerequisites
Output
Required competence

Tool support
Initiation threshold
Estimated resource consumption
Estimated return on investment
Short description
Purpose
Pro
Cons

Review of SRD
BMS instruction






Create system solution
QR responsible
SRD released for review
Review protocol and decision
Some knowledge about reviews
Knowledge about the system construction
Needed expert knowledge



0 given competence
Low
High
Review document from diﬀerent perspectives
Increase product quality
Increase document quality
No investments
Very dependent on participants
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Table 10. Experience from SRD review in Project Alpha.
Experience
Attribute
Traceability to practice
Traceability to project
Person responsible
Organizational belonging
Return on investment
Performance
Success
Cost
Time
Pro
Cons
Recommendations
Comment

Description
Review of SRD
Project Alpha
John Doe
92000
High
55
0
48 þ 40 (meeting and preparation time)






Used reviewers that were too similar to the document writers.
Should be more careful when staﬃng review teams.
Didn’t ﬁnd many crucial comments about the solution

this shortcoming is given in the comment ﬁeld. To remedy this and improve the
practice for future projects, the recommendation given was to use reviewers with
diﬀerent backgrounds in relation to the document authors. Another possibility was
to use a diﬀerent reading technique, e.g. perspective based reading.
It should be observed, that a seemingly trivial observation formulated through
PSF can have larger implications. A seemingly low-cost, but low yield, practice like
the reviews used can be formally recommended for update/improvement and
chances increase as the next project reads experiences of the per-default used review
practice.
5.2. RQ1: How can PSF be tailored to ¯t an organization?
The tailoring presented in Sec. 5.1 shows that PSF can be tailored to reﬂect the
needs of the organization and that data from the organization oﬀer valuable testing
during the workshop. The company data uncovered what is realistic to collect and
how useful the information is. Often it was noted that having simple numbered
attributes could not capture the ﬁner details and it was decided to add comment
ﬁelds that can be used to enrich the descriptions where appropriate. However, there
is no guarantee that the initial tailoring of PSF will ﬁt future needs. This means that
the information in the repository should be continuously scrutinized to ﬁnd ways to
reﬁne what meta-data to collect.
5.3. RQ2: Does using PSF improve the quality of the documentation
of practices, projects and experiences?
At the time of the workshop, VCC had a deﬁned and documented process in the
BMS, which acted as an electronic process guide with all instructions and activity
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Fig. 9. Quality of documentation.

descriptions accessible through the intranet. During the workshop it was argued
that using PSF would provide a feedback mechanism that enables the BMS to be
updated and reﬁned to better reﬂect what is actually done in projects and to more
closely correspond to developers’ needs. Figure 9 shows how PSF was estimated to
inﬂuence the quality of the various kinds of documentation. The bars are summarized for all participants in the workshop. The black bar shows the most
likely outcome while the grey and white bars show the high and low estimates.
The high and low estimates intend to capture the actual outcome with 90% certainty. From Fig. 9 it can be seen that the quality of practices, experiences and
projects is estimated to be better using PSF. The high and low estimates show that
there is some uncertainty in the estimates; yet, quality is expected to improve
even in the worst case. The hesitation regarding quality of practice documentation
is explained by how PSF would be used. The prime way of using PSF was discussed
to be gathering feedback from projects and letting staﬀ close to projects document
or change practices. If process documentation is still isolated from projects, there
is not a huge advantage of using PSF. Quality of experience documentation, on
the other hand, was expected to improve more than process documentation. At
the time of the workshop, experiences from practices used in projects were
seldom documented, and the use of attribute driven experience documentation
provided in PSF would improve experience documentation. Using the attributes
gives both structure aiding the documentation and assure a minimum level needed
from the project. Rules can be set up enforcing that at least some experiences are
captured from a project, e.g. a project should document three good experiences and
three that warrants improvement. Project documentation would also improve
using PSF, much due to a lack of a structured documentation at the time of the
workshop.
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Fig. 10. Documentation eﬀort.

5.4. RQ3: Is PSF easy and intuitive to use?
Using PSF includes documenting projects, experiences and practices, and later using
this information for transferring practices between projects, learning from concluded
projects and identifying improvements. To be easy to use, PSF should not incur too
much added eﬀort while still providing improved decision support. During the
workshop, the PSF documentation eﬀort was estimated, as can be seen in Fig. 10. The
eﬀort for documenting experiences, projects and practices were expected to increase
slightly (black bars in Fig. 10) as there were seldom documentation of these entities at
the time of the workshop. The ﬁgures reﬂect the expected frequency of documentation; a project is documented once per project while several experiences are collected and documented each project. The estimation of eﬀort for documenting
practices show the highest uncertainty (white and grey bars in Fig. 10) due to
uncertainties in how PSF would actually be used. If experiences are gathered and
practices are reﬁned to reﬂect how practices are actually used in projects the eﬀort
was expected to be low or even less then at the time of the workshop due to that actual
working practices do not change that much. If practices are continuously reﬁned to
reﬂect each new experience, then the eﬀort was expected to be higher.
Regarding using PSF for locating and evaluating practices for adoption, and
evaluating projects, the results from the workshop are inconclusive (see Figs. 11 and
12). The white bars in Fig. 11 shows that the eﬀort for using PSF for evaluating
practices and projects was estimated to stay the same while the eﬀort for ﬁnding
practices used in the organization was expected to decrease slightly. However, the
uncertainties in the estimates are high as shown by the black and grey bars showing
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Fig. 11. Eﬀort of use.

the high and low estimates. The black bars in Fig. 12 shows that the precision in
evaluating projects and ﬁnding practices was estimated to improve using PSF while
the precision for evaluating practices was estimated to stay the same as at the time
of the workshop. The white and grey bars shows that the uncertainty in the estimate
is high. During the workshop, it was discussed that the eﬀort and precision of using
PSF is dependent on how the process around PSF is set up and managed. Using a
new practice always account for an initial cost and the change also needs to be

Fig. 12. Precision of use.
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compliant with internal and external process standards. This means that people
with suﬃcient knowledge about these constraints have to make decisions about
what practices to use. In addition, at the time of the workshop there were few
occasions where project managers could choose what practices to use at VCC. This
was stipulated by the process documentation in the BMS. Thus, using PSF at VCC
would be focused on improvement rather than selection i.e. using experiences
gathered to improve existing practices and to identify practices that need replacements. Other organizations might have other constraints and less deﬁned processes,
thus enable more focus on using PSF for selecting practices, and thus transfer
practices, together with experience, between projects.
Regarding the eﬀort needed to implement and start running PSF the opinions
during the workshop diﬀered. Half of the participants considered implementing PSF
a risky endeavor while half thought it reasonable to implement. Part of this
ambivalence is rooted in that the intended scope of PSF at VCC was not thoroughly
established during the workshop. Implementing PSF at VCC would essentially
involve creating all practice entities and linking these to the correct BMS instruction. The number of BMS instructions included in the initial PSF eﬀort (the number
of processes included) determine the implementation cost. In recognition of this, it is
prudent to start small with a limited scope and try PSF before extending the eﬀort.
This should limit the risks associated with implementing PSF and minimize the risk
of failing before starting to collect experiences from development projects.
The estimates for how PSF would inﬂuence precision in decisions was mostly positive (see Fig. 12). The uncertainty in the estimates for evaluating practices is rooted in
that quality of decisions depends on the person making them. As with documenting
practices, it was noted during the workshop that practitioners close to projects should
evaluate practices for improvement to better correspond to needs in projects. This was
explained by the fact that project staﬀ, in contrast to line or managerial staﬀ, has recent
hands on experience and tacit knowledge from using practices. Finding suitable practices and practices that need improvement was estimated to improve by organizing the
information in a few attributes that can be compared and structured. Organizing all
practices in one place and connecting experiences to them was valued during the
workshop as the most important decision support included in PSF. However, this also
depend on appropriate tools that support comparing attributes between experiences
and sorting out experiences that have interesting traits.
5.5. RQ4: Is the decision material provided by PSF suitable
for decision making regarding evaluation and adoption?
Thus far, the results have shown that PSF was estimated to add some cost from
collecting experience, reﬁning practices and documenting projects. In return, PSF
was estimated to improve quality of documentation and could improve the precision
in decisions regarding what practices to improve and transfer between projects. To
provide a reality check of these costs and beneﬁts, a valuation of the relation
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Fig. 13. Perceived value for the diﬀerent aspects of PSF.

between these, essentially return on investment of using PSF, summarized
the questionnaire. This valuation reveals if PSF is actually worth using, i.e. if the
beneﬁts are expected to outweigh the costs. The results are shown in Fig. 13. The
black bars shows that all activities was estimated to provide beneﬁts that outweigh
the costs using them. The grey and white bars in Fig. 13 unveils that using PSF for
identifying improvements to practices is the aspect that was estimated as most
likely to provide high value. Other aspects show higher uncertainty. This is
expected, as noted earlier, since selection is hard to implement at VCC, as there is
little room for alternating practices used in projects. Still, selection of practices was
estimated as having high potential, which was recognized during the workshop, and
the diﬃculties discussed. To enable successful selection at VCC, strict rules for what
can be selected and who makes these decisions needs to be established and managed.
Improvement was discussed to be easier as PSF only high-light practices that need
to be improved or changed. This is less intrusive and requires less management as it
is only an assessment and do not directly inﬂuence on project performance. The
eﬀect comes later as a change to practices.
Gathering all practices in one place and adding attributes to them was estimated to
be beneﬁcial. However, the estimate has a high degree of uncertainty. The positive
parts have been mentioned before (see Sec. 5.4) as enabling ﬁnding practices easier.
The possible downside of gathering all practices in one place is that it might lead to
more formalized routines and that local practices needed to cope with local problems
becomes overlooked [49]. This is not something inherent in PSF but rather an
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implementation issue and something that needs to be acknowledged. PSF aims at
allowing for some room for projects to work as best suited, but can also be used to make
practices more rigid. The latter case was valued less during the workshop.
Finally, the least valued aspect, still expected to provide positive return on
investment, is using PSF for evaluating projects. Evaluating projects are an added
beneﬁt from using PSF in addition to selection and assessment of practices. The
main advantage comes from providing diﬀerent pieces of information in one place
through traceability, e.g. white books, characteristics, etc. However, the information collected regarding projects are ﬁrst and foremost meant to be used to
distinguish the context in which the experiences have been collected.
6. Discussion
This initial validation in industry showed that PSF has the potential for providing real
beneﬁts. The validation at VCC has naturally been focused on the parts of PSF that
best suit the organization in question, which proved to be using it for reﬁning practice
descriptions and for identifying improvement potential. This means that the validation and results is mostly generalizable to organizations with similar disposition.
The inclusion of a \recommendation" attribute in the experience entity was
valued during the workshop as a good way of capturing concrete advice for how to
reﬁne practices and to add descriptions to practices. One can browse the repository
looking at the recommendations collected for each. This also provides a foundation
for small step-wise reﬁnements of practices.
Even though it was thought that selection and transfer of practices between
projects was hard to achieve at VCC, the potential beneﬁt of this way of working
was acknowledged. All projects are to some extent diﬀerent in that it develops
diﬀerent products, has diﬀerent staﬀ, lead-times, etc. This means that using
diﬀerent practices in diﬀerent projects and using PSF to share experiences is
possible but not as easy to achieve as using it for improvement. Selection of practices
is a change that impact project management to a larger extent and might be an
option in a later stage of implementation.
The results also indicate that for successful knowledge management it is not only a
matter of choosing what information to capture and disseminate. The process and
organizational issues impact the endeavor to a large extent. At VCC, this includes
roles and responsibilities for documenting practices and selection of practices as well
as for whom the information in the repository is aimed. This includes if the information, practice descriptions, are going to be used as an instrument for control or for
documenting and disseminating how work is actually performed.

6.1. Further work
Even though this validation is limited, the results show potential and warrant
further investigation. A larger dynamic validation, pilot projects, is needed to
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further understand how PSF would work in industry over time and how to overcome
the diﬃculties uncovered in this initial validation.

7. Conclusions
This paper presents PSF, an Experience Factory approach, enabling lightweight
experience capture and use by utilizing postmortem reviews. Experiences gathered
concern performance and applicability of practices used in the organization gained
from concluded projects. Experiences are used by project managers to determine if
practices used in other projects are useful for them. Process managers use the experiences to determine if there are a potential for improvement of practices used in
the organization. This way of working eﬀectively lowers the initiation threshold for
working with an Experience Factory approach:
.

Data collection with postmortem reviews are a practical approach for gathering
experiences [36] and incur relatively low costs on the development organization.
. The eﬀort for analysis and packaging experiences are limited by using data that is
already analyzed and packaged (connected to speciﬁc practices).
. PSF builds on state-of-practice in practice selection. Professionals are likely to
rely on evidence from trusted sources (colleagues) and from settings similar to
their own over that of researchers or consultants [32].
PSF was developed in collaboration with industry and part of testing and transferring PSF into industry use is validation to get feedback from practitioners.
Validation was performed to tailor and assure that the approach meets industry
needs. The validation was set up as a full day workshop where PSF was used on real
data from the organization. The use of PSF was then compared to current practices
used in the organization, implying that PSF is validated in relation to successful
state-of-practice approaches for knowledge management and process improvement.
Overall, the results from the workshop were encouraging and the participants’
assessment of PSF and particularly the tailoring developed during the workshop was
positive. Using PSF to select what practices to use in projects also shows promise.
However, selection introduces risks in projects as what practices are used needs to
be managed. Introducing new practices also introduces risks. The most promising
aspect was using PSF to uncover improvement potential and grounding this in the
development organization.
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Appendix A
Questionnaire
PART 1. Background information
1.
Name
2.
Role
3.
Department
4.
Project
5.
Experience
6.
What practices do you have experiences from using?
7.
How do you document practices today?
8.
How do you value the quality of the practice documentation today?
9.
How do you communicate knowledge about practices today?
10.
How do you value the quality of practice communication today?
11.
How do you document knowledge about concluded projects today?
12.
How do you value the quality of the documentation of concluded projects today?
13.
How do you communicate knowledge about concluded projects today?
14.
How do you value the quality of the communication of concluded projects today?
15.
How do you use knowledge gained from concluded projects today?
16.
How do you value the use of knowledge from concluded projects today?
17.
Do you look at previous projects as input to how to do your next project?
18.
How do you select practices to use today? What aspects are important?
19.
How would you value the success of the project on these attributes where 3 is a total success
and 3 is a total failure.
20.
If you feel that there are important aspects missed in the previous questions, please provide
them here.
PART 2: PSF estimates
PART 2.1 Eﬀort and resources
1.
How do you perceive the eﬀort and resources required for setting up TSF?
2.
Assume that practices are documented in the way established during the workshop.
How do you value documenting practices in TSF on the aspects given below?
2.1. The eﬀort need for documenting practices compared to today?
2.2. The quality of the resulting documentation of the practices compared to today?
3.
Assume feedback of project information as established in the workshop. How do
you value documenting projects this way on the aspects given below?
3.1. The eﬀort need for documenting projects compared to today?
3.2. The quality of the resulting documentation of projects compared to today?
4.
Assume feedback of experiences from using practices in projects as established in
the workshop. How do you value documenting experience this way on the aspects
given below?
4.1. The eﬀort need for documenting experiences compared to today?
4.2. The quality of the resulting documentation of experiences compared to today?
PART 2.2. Using TSF
5.
How do you perceive that ﬁnding out what practices are used in the organization would change
on the aspects given below?
5.1. The eﬀort needed for ﬁnding out what practices are used in the organization compared to
today?
5.2. The precision of ﬁnding out what practices are used in the organization compared to
today?
6.
How do you perceive that evaluating your project would change on the aspects
given below?
6.1. The eﬀort needed for evaluating a project compared to today?
6.2. The precision in evaluating the project compared to today?
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Questionnaire (Continued )

7.

7.1.
7.2.
8.

How do perceive that evaluating practices used in the organization would change
on the aspects given below? Evaluating practices used in the organization is either
carried out to distinguish practices that can be adopted to a project or to ﬁnd
improvement potentials in the organization.
The eﬀort needed for evaluating the practices in the organization compared to today?
The precision in evaluating the organization’s practices compared to today?
What aspects are most important when evaluating practices in TSF?

PART 2.3. The value of using TSF
9.
This part of the questionnaire concerns the value of using TSF. The value in essence
concerns the return on investment or bang for the buck of using TSF. That is, the
value gained from using TSF compared to the added overhead. How do you value
the activities given below?
9.1. Gathering practices in one place to facilitate ﬁnding them easily?
9.2. Evaluating a project?
9.3. Evaluating practices used in the organization in order to identify ones that can be used in a new
project?
9.4. Evaluating practices used in the organization to identify areas that potentially could be
improved?
10.
Would enabling evaluating practices used in other projects aﬀect your decisions
regarding what practices to use in your project?
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